COMMUNITY BROADBAND

Lessons From Fiber Communities
There’s no one-size-fits-all strategy for building a fiber-connected community.
Everything – from technology choices to the rollout strategy to the role of the
community itself – depends on local needs, constraints and choices.
By Masha Zager / Broadband Communities

Fayetteville, Tenn.

L

ike many Tennessee towns, Fayetteville
has a municipal electric utility that
distributes TVA-generated electricity to
its residents and those of several surrounding
communities. In 2001, Fayetteville Public
Utilities (FPU) became the first Tennessee
municipal utility to expand its mandate and
launch a broadband utility, delivering the
triple play of TV, Internet and phone services
– a move that many other municipal electric
utilities would follow. Today, FPU provides
about 3,300 homes with telecom services, better
than half the 6,500 homes it passes.
Because FPU entered the broadband
business so early, it built a hybrid fibercoaxial network, then watched as other TVA
distributors built FTTH networks over the next
decade. In 2010, residents in an underserved
rural area within FPU’s electric service
territory requested cable service. FPU surveyed
households there to make sure there was
sufficient demand; when it made the decision to
overbuild, it looked at the possibility of using
fiber rather than coax.
Because replacing the existing coax in
Fayetteville wasn’t an option – “We’re not
taking out a system that works,” says Eric
Reeves, FPU supervisor of telecom operations
– FPU needed a fiber access network that
would be compatible with its existing HFC
network. To solve this problem, FPU turned to
CommScope, with which it had worked since
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1999 and which specializes in cable-friendly
FTTH systems.
CABLE-FRIENDLY FTTH
CommScope recommended its BrightPath
Optical Solution (BOS), an end-to-end fiber
solution that includes laser transmitters and
receivers, optical taps and splitters, fiber cabling
and RFoG micronodes needed for a complete
fiber-to-the-home solution. BOS network
topology is similar to that used for traditional
HFC networks, but it offers many advantages
over HFC – including the ability to simply hang
a fiber drop to remote locations, some of which
are as far as 3,000 feet from the grid. “It allows
us to install main throughputs within an area
and easily connect homes and businesses there,”
Reeves explains.
He adds, “I can place taps on the main
highway and … just have the installer run the
drop cable and splice it in. In the traditional coax
world, you would have to design and place the
cable and amplifier, [but now we] build the main
structure down the street, and even for homes
located 400, 500 or 600 feet off the road, we
don’t have to put coax or amplifiers. So it’s quite
a bit cheaper to pick up customers with fiber
than to hang all those other pieces. There’s a lot
of farmland here, and people that live here can
be quite a bit off the road. The traditional coax
customer would have to pay for a connection, but
with RFoG, it’s within design range.”
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The new fiber network costs much
less to operate than the HFC network.
Maintenance costs are lower (Reeves
comments, “I can see just where the
RFoG is by looking at the maintenance
logs”), there is little or no powered
equipment in the field, and the
expensive cumulative leak index testing
mandated for coaxial networks is not
needed for fiber.
The RFoG micronodes that
terminate the fiber at customer
premises also fit comfortably into
an HFC network. The cable modem
termination system sees them as
ordinary HFC nodes, and FPU can
manage them along with the rest of the
cable network using DOCSIS.
NO ADVERTISING NEEDED
The response in the newly served area
was immediate and overwhelming.
Even though FPU didn’t advertise,
about 30 percent of the 500 households
signed up for services in the first eight
weeks. “You do one hookup, and they
tell all their neighbors,” Reeves says.
Currently, the take rate is close to 60

Even though FPU didn’t advertise, about 30
percent of households passed signed up for
services in eight weeks. “You do one hookup,
and they tell all their neighbors,” says Reeves.

percent. FPU is considering expanding
its network – again using fiber –
into additional parts of its electric
utility footprint where residents have
requested telecom services.
In June 2012, FPU decided to
use fiber to serve some commercial
enterprises within its existing HFC
footprint. It chose CommScope’s BOS
solution again, this time with EPON
electronics rather than RFoG. EPON,
unlike RFoG, isn’t subject to DOCSIS
capacity constraints, but it can still be
managed through DOCSIS, using a
protocol called DOCSIS Provisioning
of EPON, or DPoE.
FPU rolled out new commercial IP
services beginning with one local hotel.

Less than a year later, it was serving 10
business customers with upstream and
downstream data speeds of 20 Mbps.
This added capability gives FPU a
unique play with business customers.
Residential users are not yet
demanding speeds higher than RFoG
can deliver, but if they do, FPU has
a simple option. “We can ride RFoG
out for quite a bit longer,” Reeves says.
“But if a customer demands additional
upload speeds, we can put in a different
optical network unit at the home and
upgrade to EPON. We can even run
EPON and RFoG together. There’s a
local business in town where we use
RFoG for TV and EPON for Internet
across the same fiber.”

medical facilities became increasingly
data driven, they required highercapacity connections than they could
obtain from incumbent carriers. The
possibility of health care institutions’
relocating to other cities threatened the
entire local economy.

ruggedized TuffDuct microducts
and its Miniflex pushable fiber cable.
Microtrenching involves cutting a
1-inch-wide trench, installing microduct
and rapidly restoring the roadway.
Though many municipal officials once
viewed microtrenching with suspicion,
a “mentality change” is now occurring,
according to Larry Malone, m2fx
president for the Americas (the parent
company is British).
The microtrenching process and the
materials used have improved so much
in recent years that many cities now
welcome this option, Malone explains.
For example, fill (SuperGrout in Loma
Linda’s case) is more structurally stable,
saws are more precise, the plastic used
for ducts has a higher melting point
and installers’ skills have improved.
City engineers who once voiced
concerns that microtrenching saws
would cut into utility pipes or that
ducts would melt are now convinced

Loma Linda, Calif.

N

early a decade ago, Loma
Linda gained national
attention when it enacted
foresighted legislation requiring
developers to outfit all new housing
developments with fiber-to-thehome infrastructure and then turn
that infrastructure over to the city.
Eventually, the city began to look for
ways to extend the network to existing
housing and commercial properties.
Loma Linda, which covers 7.5 square
miles in the San Bernardino Valley of
Southern California, is a community of
21,000 people. Health care dominates
its economy – it has five major hospitals
and a health care–focused graduate
university that has 15,000 medical,
dental and other health care students.
Up to 100,000 people visit the city every
day to be treated.
The need to support these health
care institutions drove Loma Linda
to build fiber infrastructure. As

THE LAST FEW HUNDRED
FEET
Rolling out a backbone network was
relatively straightforward, but the cost
of running fiber over the last mile – or,
more typically, the last few hundred
feet – to the customer premises posed
big challenges. The city considered
using a combination of trenching and
blown fiber, but, at an average cost of
$50 per foot, this was too expensive.
Trenching also threatened to create
costly, disruptive road closures.
The solution Loma Linda eventually
adopted was to use microtrenching,
then to fill the trenches with m2fx’s
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time per deployment.
Using m2fx products and
microtrenching cut Loma Linda’s lastmile costs from an anticipated $50 per
foot to between $12 and $18 per foot
– a savings of between 64 percent and
76 percent.

– it fits into the smallest trenches
yet can tolerate tight bend radii and
high crush forces and cope with the
270-degree temperatures it experiences
when covered with road sealant.
Once microduct is installed,
Miniflex pushable fiber can be
pushed or pulled from the manhole
to its destination without expensive
blowing equipment or specialized
skills. Municipal staff can complete
the majority of deployments in
Loma Linda, with the city electrician
deploying fiber to the premises.
Preconnectorized fiber cables and m2fx
distribution patches further reduce the

BENEFITS
All the medical facilities in Loma
Linda are now connected and can share
patient records digitally and carry out
remote diagnoses. Staff can even review
patient information from home.
In a tough business climate,
Loma Linda has been able to attract
investment and new employers – even
beyond the health care industry –
because of its network.
The network also supports city
functions that range from fire and
rescue to police, utilities and CCTV.
Each traffic light has a wireless access
point, enabling city employees to
operate digitally and more efficiently.
Konrad Bolowich, Loma Linda’s
assistant city manager and director
of IS, says, “Our fiber network is at
the heart of Loma Linda’s growth,
attracting new businesses and increasing
municipal efficiency. Without it, the
recession would have been catastrophic
for the city. … Without [m2fx]
pushable fiber and microtrenching, our
deployment would simply have been
impossible economically.”

Bergman, then a member of the county
Board of Commissioners. When the
broadband stimulus program was
announced, Bergman, who saw the lack
of broadband as a barrier to economic
development in Lake County, urged
incumbent providers to apply for
funding. When none did, he pushed
the county government to take matters
into its own hands.
Bergman used to say the county was
noted for three T’s – timber, taconite
(iron ore) and tourism – and it needed
a fourth T, telecommunications. When
he died in 2013, Lake County was well
on its way to getting the fourth T.

CREATING A NETWORK
The county government applied for
broadband stimulus funding, and it
received one of the largest stimulus
awards: $66 million in federal
loan and grant funding, which was
supplemented by about $3.5 million
from Lake County’s reserve fund. The
resulting network, Lake Connections,
will make broadband service available
to nearly all households and businesses
in Lake County and to a roughly equal
number of premises in neighboring St.
Louis County.
St. Louis County, whose county
seat is Duluth, has a population of

Microtrenching to lay fiber cable minimized the disruption to Loma Linda city streets.

that the process works and is safe.
Some cities even specifically request
microtrenching solutions.
In addition to ease of installation,
Malone points out, microtrenching
offers much lower maintenance costs
than traditional trenching. If a fiber is
cut, workers can easily locate the cut,
pull the fiber cable out, reconnect the
duct with airtight connectors and push
the fiber back through the reconnected
duct. “That’s one truck roll instead of
three,” Malone says.
M2fx’s TuffDuct is microduct
designed to be placed in microtrenches

Lake County, Minn.

A

new municipal fiber network
was just lit in Lake County,
Minn., an area until now more
renowned for its natural beauty than
its technology amenities. The county,
located close to the Canadian border on
the shore of Lake Superior, has fewer
than 11,000 residents in more than
2,000 square miles. Until recently, its
access to broadband was very poor.
Even more important, there was only
one backhaul artery, so the entire
region could be, and periodically was,
cut off from all communications.
What Lake County did have was
a broadband champion – the late Paul
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200,000, but the communities that Lake
Connections will serve there are small,
remote and previously underserved.
They were included in Lake Connections
because they lay along the most plausible
route for constructing a fiber ring
that would ensure reliable, redundant
communications service. Though St.
Louis County participated in preparing
the grant application, it is not an owner
or operator of the network.
Lake County, because it had
no municipal utility, had to create
a network operating entity from
the ground up. It brought in two
experienced telecom executives – Jeff
Roiland, now the general manager, and
consultant Gene South – who hired
customer service and technical staff.
“We’re relying on outside contractors
for engineering and so forth, but as we
grow, we’ll become as self-sufficient as
any other carrier,” Roiland says. He
adds that he hasn’t had difficulty hiring
staff in such a remote place. In addition
to locals who were qualified, there were
others who had grown up in the region,
were forced to move away for lack of
job opportunities and were thrilled to
be able to move back.
Phase one of Lake Connections –
the portion now completed – covers
the lakeshore towns of Two Harbors
(the county seat) and nearby Silver
Bay. Between them, the two towns
account for about half the Lake County
population. Roiland explains that
these towns were built out first not
only because they contain so much of
the population but also because the
headend is in Two Harbors.
Phase two – the rural area between
Two Harbors and Silver Bay – has
been built but is still being tested and
certified. The rest of the buildout,
Roiland says, will follow the route
of the fiber ring north through Lake
County and back south again through
St. Louis County. The economics of
the project depend on the fact that
most people live in small towns along
the main highway routes; large areas
of the two counties are essentially
uninhabited. Construction of the entire
project should be finished by fall 2015.

Even this remote lighthouse on the shore of Lake Superior now has access to broadband.

STRATEGIC DECISIONS
Roiland and South made several
strategic decisions early on. One was to
use GPON for the bulk of the access
network, supplementing it with active
Ethernet connections to businesses for
which GPON was insufficient.
A second decision was to put
about three-quarters of the fiber
underground. The original assumption
was that the network would be about
60 percent aerial, but, as Roiland
explains, “Not all pole owners
appreciated having another entity on
their poles, and certain municipalities
and co-ops don’t have to abide by the
pole order.” In the end, placing fiber
underground was less expensive in
many areas than hanging it from poles.
A third strategic decision was to
build a video headend. The stimulus
funding application was written to
include triple-play services, but Lake
County originally assumed it would
partner with another entity and
share its headend. When the cost of
transporting video from a distant
headend proved prohibitive, Lake
Connections had to build its own
headend to fulfill the promise of tripleplay services. Fortunately, Roiland says,
“The cost of building a headend has
come down drastically.”
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Internet speeds of up to 100 Mbps
symmetrical speeds are offered, though
if anyone wants higher speeds, Lake
Connections is happy to accommodate.
Roiland says, “We didn’t want to start
off at the minimum – we wanted to
exceed the state and federal goals.” So
far, there are takers for the 100/100,
50/50 and 30/10 services. There is
also residential demand for business
connections, including active Ethernet,
to accommodate telecommuting or
home businesses.
For the last two years, Lake
Connections has been receiving
requests to bring fiber to cell towers to
accommodate LTE services, and it is
now able to begin filling those orders.
Residents will soon have improved
mobile connectivity in addition to great
connectivity at their homes.
‘THEY JUST WANT IT’
In the phase one territory, homeowners
were given the chance to sign up for
services while the fiber was being laid
on their streets. More than threequarters signed up then and there.
Now, the numbers are rising even
higher as new residents move into
town. Roiland says, “There were a lot of
|
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foreclosures and bank-owned properties
[at the time the network was being
built], but now more people are moving
back in, and once they learn about the
fiber, they just want it.”
So far, the response has been
excellent. Residents are happy with
the service, and there are “nothing but
good comments,” Roiland says.
Lake Connections is already
bolstering the county’s economy.
One of the first businesses in Two
Harbors to be connected was Granite
Gear, which depends heavily on

communication with businesses in
Chicago. Its broadband connection
was so poor that staff had to do their
work in the evenings when congestion
was lower. The company was planning
to move to Duluth, but in the end it
waited for Lake Connections. Now,
Roiland says, it is “able to easily stream
catalogs in a matter of minutes.” Other
businesses that depended on video
streaming have also stayed because of
the network.
On a larger scale, the county
government secured land for a data

center and is now marketing it; it has
already received expressions of interest
from several potential users.
Another important economic
development strategy for areas
dependent on tourism is to keep
vacationers in place for longer periods.
Many second-home owners and
vacationers now say they intend to
spend more time in Lake County and
work from their vacation homes.
Says Roiland, “If you can retain
people who want to live here for the
quality of life, it’s a huge bonus.”

having to get two cities and a state
agency to approve its every move.
The second step is even more
significant: In May, UC2B stepped
back from hands-on management of
the network and formed a partnership
with iTV-3, a subsidiary of the Family
Video chain of video stores. iTV-3 now
operates the UC2B network, manages
existing wholesale fiber leases and serves
existing retail customers, both FTTH
and anchor institutions.

ring fiber available for competing
companies to offer service in them.
The UC2B nonprofit board, in
addition to overseeing the contract with
iTV-3, will now turn its attention to
leveraging the network for the benefit
of the community. iTV-3 has agreed
to fund UC2B’s community benefit
fund for five years, and UC2B will
administer those funds to promote
digital literacy and digital inclusion.
UC2B will also work to find additional
funding sources to continue the
program after the end of the five-year
period.
“We are currently in the visionary
stages of planning how best to use
the funds,” says Brandon BowersoxJohnson, a tech executive who is the
board chair of UC2B. One proposed
project, he says, is to set up community
labs – possibly in libraries – staffed by
trainers who can teach digital literacy
skills and help community members get
low-cost computer equipment.
Based on UC2B’s success, BowersoxJohnson encourages other communities
to continue exploring their options
for better broadband. He says, “Our
incredibly complex collaboration
never would have happened if so
many of the entities hadn’t sat down,
studied the options and tried to give
the community the best chance they
could. It’s shocking how far behind
many communities in America are with
regard to broadband speed and how
many are missing out on fiber optic
Internet. We’re happy to be a model.”

Champaign-Urbana, Ill.

O

ne of the most innovative
and successful BTOP
projects – and one of very
few to include a fiber-to-the-home
component – was Urbana-Champaign
Big Broadband (UC2B), a collaboration
among the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and the cities
of Champaign and Urbana (known
collectively by everyone except the
university as Champaign-Urbana).
UC2B’s fiber ring runs through the
two cities, connecting 250 community
anchor institutions – defined broadly
to include everything from shelters
for battered women to nature centers
in city parks – and supporting
two small FTTH projects in lowincome neighborhoods. Uptake in
the FTTH neighborhoods has been
very enthusiastic, and about 1,000
households and 75 businesses are now
connected. In addition, a few service
providers lease UC2B fiber strands
to serve multifamily housing. For
the most part, however, residents in
Champaign-Urbana have had no direct
access to UC2B’s fiber.
Recently, UC2B took two important
steps toward making all of ChampaignUrbana a gigabit fiber community.
First, the organization, which was
formed as an intergovernmental
consortium, restructured itself as a notfor-profit. The cities and the university
nominate the organization’s directors,
so UC2B remains in some sense a
public entity. However, it now has the
flexibility to operate a business without
44
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A COMMUNITYWIDE
GIGABIT NETWORK
iTV-3, a competitive overbuilder that
deployed three other FTTH systems
in Illinois, will itself lease strands of
the UC2B backbone and use them as a
base to build out fiber to the home over
several years. It plans to offer gigabit
services throughout ChampaignUrbana. As many overbuilders now
do, it will follow a fiberhood approach;
it has committed to build FTTH in
any neighborhood where 50 percent of
potential customers subscribe, using
a subscription process now available
at theperfectupgrade.com. Current
FTTH customers will have the option
of keeping their existing plans or
upgrading to one of iTV-3’s plans,
which will include phone and video
services in addition to Internet access.
Though iTV-3 will own the access
network it builds, it agreed to operate
that network on an open-access basis.
After five years, if any neighborhoods are
not connected, iTV-3 will make unused
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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Gothenburg, Neb.

T

he fifth fiber community, unlike the others in this
story, didn’t have to build its own network – in fact,
because of Nebraska state laws, it didn’t even have the
option of doing so. Yet this overlooked community obtained
adequate broadband service because of the perseverance of
community leaders.
Gothenburg is a town of about 3,500 in central Nebraska,
far from any major population center. It had DSL, it had cable,
it even had fiber for business use, but broadband service was
generally poor, and prices were extremely high. In recent years,
the town’s mediocre broadband options made recruiting new
businesses difficult, says Nate Wyatt, a local banker who chairs
the technology committee of the Gothenburg Improvement
Company (GIC), a civic organization dedicated to improving
the town’s business climate and quality of life.
Wyatt explains, “We had great schools, hospitals and
churches that we could use to recruit people to come to town,
but now connectivity is right up there along with them for a
business or a family looking to relocate to the community.” He
knew communitywide fiber infrastructure would be the only
permanent solution to the ever-growing demand for bandwidth.
Community leaders tried for about nine years to improve
broadband in Gothenburg, and GIC was part of this effort for

Pinpoint Networks and GIC held a community event to get residents to
preregister for gfiber.

the last five years. The incumbent providers were not willing to
upgrade their infrastructure nor were other nearby providers
interested in overbuilding. Wyatt says, “I myself talked to
eight different providers, and through that process I started to
learn and understand … that a successful business model for
an overbuild requires at least 30 percent penetration.”
This key insight allowed Gothenburg to alter its approach
to service providers. Even if the town couldn’t build a network,
it could help create the business case for a private provider.
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At a social event in the summer of 2013, Wyatt met Tom
Shoemaker, VP of Pinpoint Communications, an independent
telco based in southwestern Nebraska. The two began
discussing fiber infrastructure and found that they seemed
to be perfectly matched. Pinpoint had successfully built an
FTTH network in two towns in its ILEC territory and hoped
to bring this technology to other communities. According to
Chris Karn, the company’s chief operating officer, Pinpoint was
looking for “a community that fully understood the benefits of
FTTH, that would strongly back an effort to come in and be
competitive with the incumbents and that was relatively close
to our long-haul transport. … It was important to us to be able
to carry our own traffic and to use our existing headend.”
Gothenburg was a community that needed a fiber network,
and it was only about 30 miles distant from Pinpoint’s longhaul fiber. But could Gothenburg guarantee the magic 30
percent take rate?
SURVEYING THE COMMUNITY
In February 2014, Pinpoint and GIC developed a survey to
determine whether Gothenburg would be able to support a
new communications company. GIC partnered with the city

to distribute the survey; GIC paid for printing and postage,
and the city inserted the survey into the electricity bill for
every household and business.
Though the city’s participation was limited by law, city
officials were enthusiastic about the project. “We have always
been a community that takes challenges head on,” says Mike
Bacon, the Gothenburg city attorney. “When we set a goal, we
know the whole community will come together to achieve it.”
The community responded as Bacon knew it would.
“Initially we hoped to receive around 500 surveys back,” says
Karla Whipple, the sales and marketing manager for Pinpoint
Communications. “The number of responses just blew us away.”
Community leaders spread the word about taking the
surveys. They attended local organization meetings, spoke
after church services, held lunch-and-learns at work, posted
on Facebook, published letters to the editor and gave radio
interviews. Angie Richeson, the tech integration specialist for
Gothenburg Public Schools, even made a video explaining the
need to take the surveys. Business leaders strongly supported
the project; even a physical therapist helped senior citizens
complete the survey as he traveled around town to in-home
appointments. The result: More than 1,300 households and

ONECOMMUNITY ISSUES A CHALLENGE GRANT
Cleveland-based OneCommunity is the nonprofit
operator of a middle-mile fiber network that connects
anchor institutions in Northeast Ohio. It was in many
ways the inspiration for the BTOP broadband stimulus
program. Recently it spun off a for-profit service provider
to serve area businesses, and in August it launched a
new initiative that – with luck – will also inspire others.
OneCommunity announced that it is offering
up to $2 million to municipalities in its territory as
grants for municipally led, communitywide fiber
construction projects based on the OneCommunity
network. It invited communities to be creative in
imagining how they would best put its infrastructure
to use by connecting “community anchor institutions,
government facilities and business districts in an effort
to attract and retain the innovative and entrepreneurial
businesses of the 21st century.” Applications are due by
October 3, 2014.
Funding will be provided through a publicprivate partnership approach, with the grant funding
accounting for up to 25 percent of the total project costs.
SEEKING CREATIVE PROPOSALS
“We are excited to have the opportunity to engage
with cities and municipalities across Northeast Ohio.
We anticipate that the Challenge Grant will inspire
and educate cities about the limitless possibilities
available to them through OneCommunity’s network,”
46
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says OneCommunity CEO Lev Gonick. “The challenge
is for them to get creative and explore and articulate
the potential opportunities and relationships that are
available utilizing our gigabit connectivity.”
Interested parties must submit a letter of interest
detailing project goals, desired economic development
outcomes and potential community anchor institutions
involved to Liz Forester at Challenge@onecommunity.
org. Videos and visual addendum items that cannot
be emailed should be addressed to Liz Forester,
OneCommunity, 800 West St. Clair Avenue, Second
Floor, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
“At its best, this challenge should inspire creativity,”
Gonick adds. “We are hoping that the cities have fun
developing their concepts. We are looking for responses
that extend beyond a written proposal, perhaps
including video or other more unconventional means.”
A review committee of OneCommunity staff and a
select group of industry partners will evaluate the final
entries. Municipalities with proposals that advance
beyond the first round of the challenge will be invited to
a one-day workshop to engage with OneCommunity’s
in-house design and engineering team. The team will
provide technical assistance in the development of a
vibrant, competitive and catalytic digital infrastructure
proposal.
Information and applications are available at
www.onecommunity.org/big-gig-challenge.
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businesses – out of a total of about 1,600 – returned surveys
over the course of a month.
Although the number of returned surveys was impressive,
the data helped seal the deal. According to Wyatt, about 50
percent of respondents said they were willing to consider
a new telecom provider. They were very interested in fast
Internet, and they were willing to buy bundled services.
CLOSING THE DEAL
Pinpoint said that if 500 customers in Gothenburg signed up
for service and put down $10, it would build a fiber network
there. It also offered each presubscriber a 30 percent discount for
the first year of service and waived the $300 installation fee. To
emphasize that it was building a hometown network, Pinpoint
even branded the service as gfiber. “That makes us feel it’s our
community telecom provider,” says Wyatt. “It really worked.”
Pinpoint also agreed to open a local office for customer service
and technical support, which residents greatly appreciated.
About 275 people attended a community “We Need to
Get Up to Speed” event; by the end of the week, 500 had
signed up for service. “It was such a positive experience for
our community,” Wyatt says, “and I don’t think we would
have had that if we hadn’t spent the time educating people
and helping them understand why it was important. One of
our senior citizens told me, ‘This might not really affect my

husband and me, but we understand that it’s good for the
community, so we’re going to sign up.’”
Karn adds, “In 25 years, I’ve never been involved in a
community that showed the excitement and support that
Gothenburg has.”
Pinpoint is now building an active Ethernet network
to connect more than 1,400 homes and 150 businesses in
Gothenburg with direct fiber connections. It hopes to have
the underground work completed before the ground freezes
and to have the first customers turned up in November.
Gfiber will offer speeds up to 1 Gbps, along with full
HD video and home phone services. The distributor KGP
Logistics is doing most of planning and logistics for the build
and will supply most of the equipment.
Those who haven’t signed up for service will benefit, too,
because the incumbent cable provider decided to double its
advertised speeds.
“Now we’re on a path for success,” Wyatt says. “It’s
a game-changer. When we try to recruit individuals
and businesses to come here, we can say we’re a gigabit
community. That’s a big deal.” v
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband Communities. You
can reach her at masha@bbcmag.com.
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